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Introduction

ARTICLE HISTORY

Positive psychology is the scientific branch of psychological
study that centers on the character constructs, strengths,
and behaviors that foster individual and community thriving
[1,2]. According to Norrish and Vella-Brodrickn [3] “positive
psychology aims to contribute to a comprehensive approach to
mental health by adding an investigation of positive emotions
and human strengths to existing knowledge on mental illness
and dysfunction” (275). Through a positive psychology lens,
individuals can move beyond surviving to thriving, and
create and lead a life with meaning and fulfillment through
promoting and fostering what is best within themselves [1-4].
With such a prominence in fostering well-being, a significant
body of research continues to demonstrate the need to
better understand positive psychology constructs including
the theoretical and empirical frameworks, relationships, and
structures across these constructs [2,4-6]. An emphasis must
be placed on understanding the related but distinct positive
psychological constructs of resilience, grit, and hardiness, as
these three specific constructs are critical protective factors
in individual mental health and well-being [4,5]. Particularly,
resilience, grit, and hardiness continue to be linked to several
positive health outcomes such as influencing and predicting
human performance; overcoming challenges, failures, and
hardships; predicting better quality of life and life satisfaction;
and supporting better mental and physical health and decreases
in depression and anxiety [4,6-11]. Furthermore, resilience, grit,
and hardiness are essential in overcoming stressors that are
inevitable in life (e.g., familial challenges, financial hardships,
medical concerns, workplace issues) and therefore, research
is integral to the theoretical and empirical comprehension of
these constructs.
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In the first section, each construct will be discussed briefly, and
in the second section, current distinctions amongst the three
constructs will be discussed in efforts to continue the important
differentiation amongst these related but distinct constructs.

The Construct of Resilience
Resilience has been researched in various environments and
contexts, which adds to the complication of its operationalization
[4,8,12-16]. While the operationalization of resilience continues
to be debated, there are numerous factors agreed upon; this
includes (1) the tendency to “bounce back” from a negative
experience with “competent functioning” in efforts to acclimate
and adjust following trauma (2) the ability to possess positive
coping skills and mechanisms as well as a positive outlook to
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navigate through trauma more effectively, (3) the capacity for
healthy homeostasis and adjustment that inherently come
following a significant adversity or challenge, (4) the ability to
protect their mental stability and psychological health, and
(5) the tendency to fruitfully balance positive with negative
affect [4]. Resilient individuals can survive several emotionally
provoking experiences, and subsequently, safeguard their
mental stability and psychological health [4,8,16].
Resilience has been associated with several psychological
constructs; this includes cognitive appraisal, locus of control,
perception of predictability and control, dispositional optimism,
motivation, effort [1], agreeableness [17], and openness,
conscientiousness, and emotional stability [18]. Resilience has
been shown to predict increases in self-efficacy [19], in mental
health in older adults [13], in relative absence of depressive
symptoms [20], and in successful adaptation in college students
[12].

The Construct of Grit
Grit promotes a perseverance of effort in prevailing over
challenges that individuals must face on the path to success
and is utilized “as a driving force in achievement realization”
[21]. Particularly, grit promotes an individual’s ability to
continuously preserve and work hard over a period on highly
valued goals; grit is established through an individual’s passion
for a long-term goal, fixed with a strong desire to attain that
individualized aim [22]. Plainly, grit is a motivating mechanism
in goal attainment. Gritty individuals can perform persistently
toward any complications without losing effort and self-regulate
and self-maintain feelings of commitment, over a long period of
time, regardless of any challenges [22]. While most individuals
might perceive failures as indications to walk away and start
something new, gritty individuals persist; gritty individuals are
more likely to self-maintain and self-regulate their feelings of
commitment and willpower over a long time, regardless of any
failures, they might face [22-24].
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Gritty individuals are more likely to be successful and
accomplished and characteristically possess traits that are
above a normal person’s ability [22]. Additionally, gritty
individuals are distinguished by their inclination to maintain
“effort and interest over years despite failure, adversity, and
plateaus in progress,” while non-gritty individuals are dispirited,
easily prone to distractions, and commonly preoccupied by new
interests [21]. Grit has predicted wellbeing and mental health
[23,25], life satisfaction and positive affect [26], and self-efficacy
in grade school children [24].

The Construct of Hardiness
Hardiness has been defined as the ability to adapt and perform
under stressful conditions while remaining emotionally healthy
and stable [6,27-29]. According to Maddi et al. [6], hardiness
encompasses a mindset that is necessary in gaining the courage
and knowledge to persevere through hardships. According to
Bartone et al. [27], the main features of hardiness are challenge
(i.e., possessing an ability to be amenable to change to gain
more knowledge), commitment (i.e., an ability to engage and
participate in a community and feeling a sense of purpose), and
control (i.e., an ability to believe that impact can happen). A
hardy individual can take an adverse experience and turn it into
a learning opportunity; hardy individuals are able to commit to
a focused and meaningful life by feeling in control and adapting
to challenges. This personality construct evolves from an early
age, and maintains consistency throughout time, although it has
shown to be amenable to change under specific circumstances
[28].
Hardiness has shown to predict neuroimmunological reactions
to stress [29], adaptability in military leaders [27], hopefulness
and life satisfaction [30], indirect effect on posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) symptoms through avoidance coping [31],
quality of life [32], and adaptive cognitive stress processes
and lowered depression [32]. Hardiness is associated with the
capacity to sustain emotional well-being [34], psychological
well-being and health and positive autonomy [35], and social
support and engagement in health behaviors [36].

Distinctions amongst Resilience, Grit, and Hardiness
While resilience, grit, and hardiness have been delineated
and defined as unique constructs, these positive psychology
constructs are still frequently linked with one another other
[5,21,37]. Several papers have attempted to utilize resilience,
grit, and hardiness as interchangeable constructs. While the
psychological constructs of resilience and grit have been
associated with one another, an overwhelming amount
of research continues to maintain the distinction amongst
hardiness, grit, and resilience [5].
In terms of resilience, according to Luther et al. [14], we
believe that there is considerable value in retaining resilience
as a distinct construct… resilience encapsulates the view that
adaptation can occur through trajectories that defy “normative”
expectations… the conceptual distinctiveness of resilience lies
in evidence that positive adjustment patterns occurring with,
versus without, conditions of adversity often have different
correlates and thus reflect distinct constructs (551).
While resilience possesses a complex array of definitions,
resilience emerges from hardship, trauma, or adversity.
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However, it is important to note that researchers have argued
that resilience can materialize outside of trauma suggesting
that events that are favorable and not adverse (such as a job
promotion) can foster resilience [38]; specifically, positive
circumstances can necessitate resilience as there is a requisite to
positively adapt to changes. The existence of grit and hardiness
do not demand an adverse environment or situation as it is not
dependent upon sustaining effort through a critical incident [6];
however, this is not the case with resilience. More so, hardiness
is characterized with a positive mindset that allows for
homeostasis during adverse circumstances [28], while resilience
is categorized as an active process of positive adaptation where
an effort is made to continue and maintain homeostasis during
traumatic or challenging circumstances [14]; while all constructs
can be found in any individual as they are not rare, resilience is
considered a process while grit and hardiness are considered
traits. Furthermore, according to Duckworth et al. [21], grit is
different from hardiness and resilience due to the degree of
perseverance and passion placed on achieving a goal regardless
of hardship – in both hardiness and resilience, there is no goal
attainment.
When measuring resilience, grit, and hardiness, these constructs
are further distinguishable. Particularly, a hardy individual’s
success is contributed to how he is able to better manage
demanding situations in a manner in which allows him to
bounce from a devastating to a progressive learning experience
[6]. Unlike hardiness, the construct of grit does not require a
traumatic environment, and instead highlights the need of longterm endurance and energy in sustaining interest and effort over
an extended period of time notwithstanding absent of feedback
or progress, problems, barriers, distractions, and failures [21];
in grit, consistency and perseverance continue to be critical as
a gritty individual’s success emerges from persevering through
any obstacle regardless of failure that he must overcome, as well
as the consistency to maintain the goal. In contrast, resilient
individuals are successful when they can accept setback, recover
quickly from adversity, and adapt well following this adversity
[7]. Furthermore, unlike grit and hardiness, resilience emphases
on character strengths and virtues that promote and improve an
individual is optimal functioning and mental wellness as well as
adaptation and homeostastis [39]. Resilience, thus, is centered
on an array of protective factors such as societal (e.g., health,
social support) and personal (e.g., behavior, temperament).
Additionally, grit, hardiness, and resilience differ from one
another within the context of time and function. As Duckworth
and Gross [22] explain, “the overarching difference between
resilience and grit is the “timescale” and “nature of the enemy”
(323). For example, gritty individuals are more likely to maintain
a goal over a long period of time regardless of challenges or
failure, whereas individuals who are resilient do not necessarily
need to maintain a goal over an extended period; hardiness
consists of three critical components: (1) commitment, (2)
control, and (3) challenge; hardy individuals thrive under a new
challenge because change is a typical experience to them, while
involving themselves fully in life, and possessing the coping
skills of independently functioning and managing [27,29].
Furthermore, according to Bartone et al., [27], grit, resilience,
and hardiness differ at the “measurement level” in that
grit’s and hardiness’ lack of complexity in operationalization
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allows for more tangible and concrete theoretical models as
compared to resilience, which is, absent of clear, cohesive,
and standardized operationalization. Specifically, both grit and
hardiness are assessed with certain validated measures while
resilience is more complex to measure as this construct can
be assessed from a variety of assessments. The lack of ease
in the operationalization of resilience comes from the dynamic
and multidimensional nature, not typically found within the
constructs of grit and hardiness. While grit, hardiness, and
resilience consist of the ability to overcome an obstacle,
hardiness and resilience precludes the achievement of a goal
or positive outcome as compared to grit [22]. Lastly, grit’s
operationalization is contingent on goal setting while resilience
is dependent on positive appraisal, spirituality, active coping,
self-efficacy, meaning making and learning, and acceptance
of limitation, and hardiness is reliant upon the capacity to
overcome, engage, and control [27,29].
Additionally, in terms of the sub facets that make up grit (i.e.,
perseverance of effort and consistency of interest), resilience,
and hardiness (i.e., control, commitment, and challenge),
while conceptually related, none fully capture the theoretical
framework, which allows for the distinctions amongst these
constructs [5]. For example, the ability of a positive mindset
during adverse circumstances, necessary elements in
conceptualizing hardiness, is not evident in grit, resilience, or
their respective subfacets. Another example, the perseverance
of effort and consistency of interest, crucial elements in defining
grit, is not evident in hardiness, resilience, or their respective
subfacets amongst them. Importantly, while grit and hardiness
have concrete and validated subfacets, due to the complexity
that is associated in the operationalization of resilience,
subfacets related to resilience have been hotly debated [4]. For
example, Friborg et al. [10]’s factor analyses of the Resilience
Scale for Adults (RSA) revealed the subfacets of social
competence (i.e., social adeptness), personal competence (i.e.,
self-esteem), personal structure (i.e., upholding routines), family
cohesion (i.e., family support), and social support (i.e., external
support); alternatively, Morote et al. [40]’s factor analyses of
the RSA include not only a six-factor structure of subfacets –
social competence (i.e., social adeptness), planned future
(i.e., future planning), perception of self (i.e., self-esteem),
structured style (i.e., upholding routines), social resources (i.e.,
external resources), and family cohesion (i.e., family support) –
but also second order subfacets – the interpersonal (i.e., family
cohesion and social resources) and the intrapersonal (i.e., social
competence, perception of self, planned future, and structured
style). In another example, Jackson and Watkin [41]’s factor
analyses of the Resilience Factor Inventory (RFI) revealed seven
different subfacets associated to resilience – reaching out
(i.e. enhancing and taking challenges), empathy (i.e., reading
cues), realistic optimism (i.e., staying positive), self-efficacy
(i.e., successfulness), causal analysis (i.e., identifying causes),
impulse control (i.e., managing gratification), and emotional
regulation (i.e., controlling affect). In a supplementary
example, Georgoulas-Sherry and Kelly [5]’s factor analyses of
the Response to Stressful Experiences Scale (RSES) revealed six
subfacets that promote resilient responses to high magnitude
stressors: positive appraisal (i.e., rethinking), spirituality (i.e.,
believing), active coping (i.e., problem solving), self-efficacy
www.ajrms.com

(i.e., embracing), meaning making and learning (i.e., advancing),
and acceptance of limitation (i.e., understanding).
Importantly, while many have used these constructs
interchangeably, some research has shown that regardless
of the similar associations amongst them, each construct is
operationally distinct [6,28]. In Parthasarathy and Chakraborty’s
[42] study investigating grit as a dominant leadership trait,
findings showed a strong positive correlation between grit
and resilience (r = .59, p < .001). This strong association was
also found in a study investigating sportspersons’ and nonsportspersons’ goal attainment (r = .53, p < .001) [43]. A
2015 study that examined whether measures of resilience,
grit, and hardiness predicted both general and sport-specific
quality of life, revealed positive relationships amongst all
constructs correlated (r = .40, .41, and .53, respectively)
[37]; the researchers further reported that, “the moderate
correlation among grit, hardiness, and resilience suggests that
although they share some variance (16-26%), they appear to be
measuring unique constructs” [37]. More so, Stoffel and Cain’s
[2018] literature review investigating the potential relationship
between resilience grit also noted that these constructs are
“completely different constructs … by definition, resilience is
an inherent attribute of grit” (p. 125); as they report, caution
must be taken in synonymously applying these terms as
they can be misapplied in analysis. Maddi et al. [6] found a
moderate correlation between these two constructs (r = .46, p
< .001); similar findings by Kelly et al. [28] who also investigated
hardiness and grit as performance predictors among USMA
cadets were shown (r = .34, p < .001). Georgoulas-Sherry
and Kelly [5] conducted a study utilizing numerous structural
equation modeling techniques to report the factor structures
and the associations amongst these constructs; findings from
this study revealed that while previous research characterized
resilience as an “umbrella term” as it integrates a broad variety
of psychological elements, Georgoulas-Sherry and Kelly [5]
demonstrated the distinctive capacity of these constructs, not
potential subordinate relationships. Further findings revealed
that confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) revealed a threefactor model structure among the three constructs. These
results propose that resilience, grit, and hardiness are distinct
from one another. The three-factor model structure promoted
the necessary distinction of the three similar, but separate,
constructs and results showed the need to eliminate the
synonymous use of these constructs.

Summary
Resilience, grit, and hardiness produce an array of protective
mechanisms that shield individuals from adverse environments
and situations. These constructs are particularly critical
in helping individuals maintain equilibrium during those
challenging times, which allows for increased well-being
in mental and physical health and decrease in risk-taking
behaviors and maladaptive attitudes [4,6-11,15,22]. The
value of understanding these constructs is immeasurable as
adverse experiences, which are prevalent in everyday normal
life, continue to produce irreversible psychological and
physiological wounds [5,6,11,21,28]. Previous research has
illustrated the mechanism of qualifying these psychological
constructs, distinguishing them from one another, and advising
3
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against using these constructs synonymously as they are
empirically different from each other. Using these constructs
interchangeably can lead to potential misinformation and
misleading and faulty work. As the field of positive psychology
continues to expand, so does the need in understanding the
theoretical and empirical frameworks, relationships, and
structures across positive psychology constructs.
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